Self-Healing, Adhesive, and Highly Stretchable Ionogel as a Strain Sensor for Extremely Large Deformation.
Fabricating a strain sensor that can detect large deformation over a curved object with a high sensitivity is crucial in wearable electronics, human/machine interfaces, and soft robotics. Herein, an ionogel nanocomposite is presented for this purpose. Tuning the composition of the ionogel nanocomposites allows the attainment of the best features, such as excellent self-healing (>95% healing efficiency), strong adhesion (347.3 N m-1 ), high stretchability (2000%), and more than ten times change in resistance under stretching. Furthermore, the ionogel nanocomposite-based sensor exhibits good reliability and excellent durability after 500 cycles, as well as a large gauge factor of 20 when it is stretched under a strain of 800-1400%. Moreover, the nanocomposite can self-heal under arduous conditions, such as a temperature as low as -20 °C and a temperature as high as 60 °C. All these merits are achieved mainly due to the integration of dynamic metal coordination bonds inside a loosely cross-linked network of ionogel nanocomposite doped with Fe3 O4 nanoparticles.